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A deep 
XMM-

Newton 
survey of 

M 31



Why observe nearby 
galaxies?

• All sources at the „same“ distance

• Different source classes can be resolved

• Less interstellar absorption (eg. compared 
to Galactic centre)

• Better understanding of population of the 
Milky Way and more distant galaxies 



Data analysis
• X-ray imaging with XMM-Newton EPIC 

(CCD camera)

• Image creation (background images, 
exposure maps, vignetting) and source 
detection

• in total observations



Methods
Hardness ratios Time variability

Extent Cross Correlations

SSS 
SNR 
fg star 

AGN 
XRB 
Crab-like SNR 

• Supernova remnants (with 
Chandra) Kong et al. 2002

• Hot gas (HII regions, 
superbubbles) Chu & Mac Low 
1990

• Galaxy clusters eg. Kotov et al. 
2006

• With catalogues from other wavelenths 
(optical, infra red, radio)

• Optical images ! distinguish foreground 
stars from supernova remnants 
! identify optical novae

• AGN classification supported by radio 
counterparts and optical spectra

• Long-term variability
• Time scales of month to years
• SNRs show no time variability
• Variability of XRBs much 

stronger than that of AGNs
• 6 „new“ XRB candidates in 

central area of M 31
Stiele et al. 2008,  A&A

B1: 0.2-0.5 keV 
B2: 0.5-1.0 keV 
B3: 1.0-2.0 keV 
B4: 2.0-4.5 keV 
B5: 4.5- 12 keV 

! XRB 
! SSS 
" SNR 

! fg star 
+ AGN 
!Gal/GlC 



Image
• of Deep survey  (“outer ring”) 

and archival (“major axis”) data 
(see Pietsch et al. 2005)

• Fields with high background 
repeated

• Optical extent indicated by D25 
ellipse

•  

• SSSs; fgstars + SNRs; hard 
(AGN,XRBs,Crab like SNR)

0.2 – 1 keV
1 – 2 keV
2 – 12 keV

Extended sources  mostly 
background galaxy clusters In total 1948 X-ray sources

Stiele et al. 2010, 
submitted



log N - log S relation
• 1287 sources can be only classified as „hard“

" catalogue of sources detected in the 2-10 keV range 
(reduce effects of absorption)

" logN-logS relation: #sources above certain flux/surveyed 
volume ← limiting flux

• estimate number of background sources from deep fields ! 
relation for sources in M 31
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Figure 8.5: Cumulative X-ray log N-log S relation (blue), background CNC (red (observed) and green
(extrapolated)) and the background corrected CNC (black) for the whole galaxy. The solid line displays
the fit to the background corrected CNC. The slope is 0.70±0.03.

Assuming that the cumulative log N-log S relation can be described with Eq. 8.4, the differential log N-
log S relation is given by:

dN

dS
= −AαS−α−1. (8.7)

In the following section the slopes of the cumulative log N-log S relations are given.

8.4.3 Results

In the analysis of the log N-log S relations, the bulge region was omitted. A comparison of Chandra and
XMM-Newton observations of that region shows that, due to the larger point spread function, XMM-Newton

cannot resolve all individual sources. Thus the number of sources and the derived source fluxes are biased.
Figure 8.5 shows the derived CNC (blue), background CNC (red (observed) and green (extrapolated))

and the background corrected CNC (black) for the whole galaxy. From the intersection of the derived CNC
with the background CNC we can estimate the flux below which the derived CNC becomes incomplete. This
limit is ∼8×10−15 erg cm−2 s−1 or ∼6×1035 erg s−1 (2.0–10.0 keV). Assuming the source spectrum used
to derive the ECF values (cf. Table 8.2), this limiting luminosity corresponds to ∼ 1×1036 erg s−1 in the
0.3–10.0 keV band. Completeness limits of previous studies, which only covered selected parts of M 31, but

deg-2
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Figure 8.3: The five regions defined to examine the dependence of the log N-log S relation from the

distance to the centre of M 31. They are over-plotted on an optical (left panel) and an IRAS 60 µm

(right panel) image, respectively. The innermost region (bulge) has a radius of 5
�
, the outermost ellipse

is the D25 ellipse of M 31.

major axis (in an eastern part and a western part), respectively, to examine the dependence of the log N-log S

relation from those regions (excluding the bulge).

8.4.2 Analysis

In essence the derivation of a log N-log S relation merely requires taking all the objects above a certain flux

in the sample and dividing them by the volume surveyed for these objects. Unfortunately, the procedure

is more complex than it might at first seem, because the volume depends on the limiting flux and hence

exposure time. Therefore it is first necessary to estimate the completeness function of our survey, known

also as the sky coverage. I constructed the sky coverage (Ω) versus flux relation (Fig. 8.4) from the EPIC

sensitivity map, calculated with the SAS task esensmap. Input files are the exposure maps, background

images and detection masks created and used for source detection.

Once the sky coverage is known, the cumulative source number counts can be computed using the

equation

N (> S) =
Ns�

i=1

1
Ωi

deg−2, (8.2)

where Ns is the total number of detected sources in the field with fluxes greater than S, and Ωi is the sky
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Figure 8.13: Cumulative X-ray luminosity function and expected CLF of an HMXB population (red),
derived from Eq. 8.10, for the dust ring region. Shown are the CLF from Fig. 8.12(b) (black), as well as
CLFs that include corrections for the fraction of the flux from background sources that is absorbed by
the ISM in M 31. For the “absorption-corrected” CLFs, the number of background sources was derived
from Eq. 8.11. The different colours represent absorption of 0% (grey), 20% (blue), and 30% (green).
The black and grey crosses both represent the CLFs without correction for the absorption. To derive
the black crosses the measured number of sources from the COSMOS field were used to determine
the number of background sources, while for the grey crosses the fitted number of sources from the
COSMOS field were used.

deg-2 HMXB

M31 + background 
background from COSMOS 
field and extrapolation 
M31 after background 
subtraction 

~0.7

still ~ 13 srcs/deg  of M 31-2

Stiele et al. 2010, in prep.



X-ray spectra
• e.g. a bright transient source in M 31

152 CHAPTER 9. DISCUSSION
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Figure 9.25: EPIC spectra of the transient sources (a) XMMM31 J003833.2+402133, (b)

CXOM31 J004059.2+411551 and (c) XMMU J004144.7+411110. The histograms show the best-fit

model.

We did not find any significant feature in an FFT periodicity search. The combined EPIC light curve

was consistent with a constant value.

The examination of LGS images and of images taken with the XMM-Newton optical monitor (UVW1

and UVW2 filters) during the X-ray observation did not reveal any possible optical/UV counterparts.

The lack of bright optical counterparts and the X-ray parameters (X-ray spectrum, lack of periodicity,

transient nature, luminosity) are consistent with this source being a black hole X-ray transient, as already

mentioned in Galache et al. (2007).

XMMU J004144.7+411110 (N
o

705) was detected by Trudolyubov et al. (2006a) in XMM-Newton obser-

vations b (July 2004) at an absorbed luminosity of∼31.1×1036
erg s

−1
in the 0.3–7 keV band. We detected

the source in observation sn11 (25 July 2007) at a significantly lower luminosity. Checking additional ob-

servations of the centre of M 31 (see Table 5.2), we found another outburst of the source in observations

c7 (31 Dec. 2006) and c8 (16 Jan. 2007) (Fig. 9.24(b)). In observations sn1 (01 July 2006) and c5 (02 July

2006) the flux was rather low and for observation c6 (09 August 2006) we only obtained an upper limit (red

arrow on the right hand side of Fig. 9.24(b)).

In observations c7 (Fig. 9.25(c)), c8, c9, and sn11 the source was bright enough to allow spectral anal-

ysis. Note that in all three observations of the centre of M 31, the source was not in the field of view

fitted in Xspec with an 
absorped power law:

21

-2H
N  = (1.68 + 0.42 - 0.48) ! 10   

cm 
k T  = 0.462 ± 0.013 keVinB

Γ = 2.55 + 0.33 -1.05

No short-term variability and absence of optical/UV 
counterpart ! BH LMXB candidate in steep-power law state

Stiele et al. 2010, submitted
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The Goals

• How are spectral and time variabilities 
connected with the BHs physics?

• What are the physical conditions of the 
plasma in the accretion disk around the 
compact object (especially during fast state 
transitions)?

• Investigation of high-frequency oscillations 
to study strong gravity effects



Structure
• full timing analysis of (fast) variability 

properties; variability ⇔ states (transitions)

" Teo‘s talk

• thorough, complete, and homogeneous 
spectral analysis

• spectral components during different states

• spectral components during state 
transitions

• What happens at energies > 20 keV?



Satellites
• Archival (huge) and new RXTE 

observations (proposals for AO 15)

• Accepted proposals for INTEGRAL

• Proposals for Swift, XMM-Newton, ...



Rossi X-ray timing explorer
• Launched 30 Dez. 1995

• Data from two instruments:

• PCA (proportional counter 
array; 2-60 keV)

• HEXTE (phoswitch scintillation 
detector; 15-250 keV)

Clusters stopped rocking:
Cluster A → on source (20. Oct. 2006)
Cluster B → off source (14 Dez. 2009)



First source:
XTE J1752-223

• discovered by RXTE on 23. Oct. 2009 
(Markwardt et al. 2009)

• not known before ! new transient source

• showed complete outburst



XTE J1752-223
Light curve

~50
obs.

~150
obs.



XTE J1752-223
Hardness intensity diagram

LHS

HIMSSIMS

HSS



RXTE data
• Muñoz-Darias et al. 2010 (MNRAS 404, L94)

# 2-day long RXTE observation + simultaneous Swift data 
(during hard state)

# stable spectral and timing properties

# spectral properties:

# fractional rms ~ 48%

# power density spectrum: high-frequency component and 2 
weak quasi-periodic oscillation-like features

# Timelag between soft and hard X-rays: Δt     ν
# properties similar to those of Cyg X-1

• Shaposhnikov et al. 2010 (arXiv1008.0597)

# whole outburst, but only PCA data

-0.7∝

L96 T. Muñoz-Darias et al.

Table 1. Spectral parameters for XRT+PCA+HEXTE spectra.
Absorption is the equivalent hydrogen column. Tin is the tem-
perature at inner disc radius. Diskbb norm. is the normalization
of the DISKBB component defined as ( Rin/km

D/10 kpc )2 cos !, where
Rin is the inner disc radius (km), D is the distance to the source
(kpc) and ! is the inclination angle of the disc. "1 and "2 are
the power-law photon indexes. Ebreak is the break energy. PL
norm. is the power-law normalization at 1 keV.

Spectral parameter Value

Absorption (1022 atoms cm!2) 0.72+0.01
!0.04

Tin (keV) 0.313 ± 0.007
Diskbb norm. (1.027 ± 0.001) "106

"1 1.471 ± 0.008
Ebreak (keV) 10.2 ± 0.4

"2 1.24 ± 0.01
PL norm. (photons keV!1 cm!2 s!1) 44.7+0.5

!0.6
High-energy cut-off (keV) 133+6

!5

COMPTT+reflection do not provide a valid fit, and for PEXRAV we
obtain # 2

red = 1.26 for 650 d.o.f.
The broad-band spectrum of XTE J1752–223 is consistent with

the source being a BHT in the LHS. Its energy spectrum is dom-
inated by a broken power-law component with photon indices
of #1.2 and #1.5 and a break energy of #10 keV. This is in
agreement with the analysis performed by Wilms et al. (2006) on
Cyg X-1 (see Section 4). We also note that in contrast to Shaposh-
nikov et al. (2009), we do not need a disc component to fit the
RXTE spectra. Only the addition of the XRT spectrum evidences
that a disc component is necessary to achieve a good fit.

3.2 Power density spectrum

PDS for each one-orbit pointing were computed using the same
procedure outlined in Belloni et al. (2006). We used stretches 512 s
long and energy channels STD2 0–31 (2–15 keV). PDS were fitted
with XSPEC V.11. As for energy spectra we find that the shape of
PDS is almost constant during the whole observation, with it being
possible to fit them by using four broad Lorentzians. Following
Belloni, Psaltis & van der Klis (2002), one of these components is
centred at zero frequency and is kept frozen. To illustrate this, three
one-orbit PDS (orbits 2, 16, 33) are shown in the top panel of Fig. 2.
In these fits, we notice the presence of residuals in the #0.02–0.1
Hz band. This extra component appears to vary between different
orbits and cannot be fitted by adding an extra narrow Lorentzian. In
a second step, an average PDS was created (see the bottom panel in
Fig. 2). This PDS has a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) much higher than
the previous ones, allowing a more accurate fit. We initially excluded
the region 0.02–0.1 Hz and fitted with four Lorentzians. We find
that these four broad components describe well the continuum of the
average PDS. We obtain # 2

red = 1.26 for 265 d.o.f. Given the high
S/N of the PDS, it was not possible to fit all its wiggles and get a
lower value for # 2

red. In order to properly fit the 0.02–0.1 Hz region,
two extra components are required (dot–dashed lines in Fig. 2).
Moreover, a weak, high-frequency (#21 Hz) component not visible
in the one-orbit PDS appears in the average spectra. In conclusion,
seven Lorentzians are used, yielding # 2

red = 1.28 for 281 d.o.f. (see
the bottom panel in Fig. 2). Table 2 shows the parameters obtained
from the fit. eL1 and eL2 with Q > 2 are probably related to weak
quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs; see Belloni et al. 2002). The total
rms in the 0.002–128 Hz band is 48.2 ± 0.1 per cent.
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Figure 2. PDS fits. Top panel: arbitrarily re-scaled PDS spectra for three
different one-orbit observations (2/35, 16/35, 33/35) and their corresponding
best fits (solid line). Triangles are 3$ upper limits. Middle panel: fit of the
average PDS. The four main components and the high-frequency Lorentzian
are shown in black, dashed lines. The (red) dot–dashed lines correspond to
the extra components added in the 0.02–0.1 Hz interval (see the text). Bottom
panel: residuals plotted as signed contribution to the #2.

Table 2. Fit parameters for the broad Lorentzians, the high-frequency
Lorentzian (L0,1,2,3,4; dashed line in Fig. 2) and the extra ones added in
the 0.02–0.1 Hz region (eL1,2; dot–dashed line in Fig. 2).

Lorentzian Frequency (Hz) Q rms (per cent)

L0 0+0.001 0+0.28 27.3 ± 0.7
L1 0.014 ± 0.002 0.114 ± 0.012 36.5 ± 0.3
L2 0.07 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.01 34.7 ± 0.2
L3 1.57 ± 0.02 0.291 ± 0.005 26.3 ± 0.1
L4 21.1 ± 1.9 1.7 ± 0.5 2.3 ± 0.2

eL1 0.0256+0.0002
!0.0006 Unconstrained 3.7 ± 0.8

eL2 0.051 ± 0.002 2.7 ± 0.6 8.9 ± 0.6

3.3 The spectrum of the fractional rms

In order to study the energy dependence of the rms, we calculated
it for seven energy bands within the range of 2–20 keV. Average
PDS corresponding to the STD2 channels 0–6 (2–4.5 keV), 7–9
(4.5–5.7 keV), 10–13 (5.7–7.3 keV), 14–17 (7.3–9 keV), 18–23
(9–11.4 keV), 24–31 (11.4–14.8 keV) and 32–45 (14.8–20.6 keV)
were used to compute the rms spectra (i.e. fractional rms versus
energy; see e.g. Vaughan et al. 2003; Gierliński & Zdziarski 2005).
In Fig. 3, we show our results for both XTE J1752–223 and Cyg
X-1 within the 0.002–128 Hz band. We find that in both sources, the
fractional rms is almost independent of energy. We measure an rms
of #48 per cent for XTE J1752–223 and #35 per cent for Cyg X-
1. This difference is consistent with the hardness–rms correlation
generally observed in a BHT (e.g. Belloni 2010). We have also
tried other frequency bands (e.g. 0.04–5 and 10–128 Hz) always
obtaining flat rms spectra.

3.4 Time lags

We have computed time lags between soft and hard variability
(see e.g. Casella et al. 2004). Following Pottschmidt et al. (2000),
we have used the energy ranges of #2–4 and #8–13 keV for the

C$ 2010 The Authors. Journal compilation C$ 2010 RAS, MNRAS 404, L94–L98
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Figure 3. High energy (Swift-BAT [15-150 keV], MAXI [4-
10 keV], Swift-XRT [0.3-10 keV]) light curves during the period
of outburst. Also shown are the XRT hardness ratio, HR [1.5-
10 keV / 0.3-1.5 keV] and percentage RMS. The absence of data
around MJD !55180 is due to the various instruments becoming
sun-constrained. The arrows signify the dates between which the
source is transitioning from the soft state to the late, hard state
(MJD 55280, 55328).

(2010b). Data observed from MJD 55234-55280 additionally
support a soft state thermal component decreasing from a
temperature of ! 0.7 keV to ! 0.5 keV over the period, as
well as decreasing normalisation. Due to the degeneracy be-
tween the power law and the thermal components and lack
of counts from the BAT, the power law index is poorly con-
strained in a manner not obvious from the nominal fit errors
but causing a high level of variability in the upper panel of
Figure 4; these values are not reliable.

From MJD 55283 the data no longer support a thermal
component, though the signal to noise at these low counts
rates cannot rule out a thermal component. Additionally,
as can be seen from Figure 4, the power law indices are de-
creasing until MJD 55328, signaling the transitional period
between the soft and hard states, in agreement with the in-
creasing hardness ratio (Figure 3). From MJD 55328 to the
end of our observations, on MJD 55352, the spectra are de-
scribed by a power law of relatively constant photon index,
the average of which is ! = 1.64 ± 0.02. The power law in-
dices and the hardness ratios at these late times fail to return
to the original, rising hard state values (! = 1.46 ± 0.03),
indicating that, though the count rate is lower than it was in
that rising hard state, the source has not yet returned to its
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Figure 4. Best fit parameters of the joint XRT-BAT spectral
fits: power law photon index, !, thermal component tempera-
ture, T , and thermal component normalization, Tnorm, in units
of 103. Note that the photon indices, in the period where there
is a thermal component, are not reliable. The absence of data
around MJD !55180 is due to the various instruments becoming
sun-constrained. The arrows signify the dates between which the
source is transitioning from the soft state to the late, hard state
(MJD 55280, 55328).

original hard state or that the late hard state has marginally
di"erent spectral properties.

3.2 Optical Counterpart

An optical and nIR counterpart was proposed by
Torres et al. (2009a,b) based on a comparison between their
images and those from the Digitized Sky Survey, 2MASS
and UKIDSS. We have confirmed UVOT source A as this
optical counterpart on the basis of a significant, though low
amplitude variability in the v, b and u bands (Figure 2). Fur-
thermore, these optical magnitudes, or count rates, exhibit a
power-law correlation with the X-ray count rate, as observed
by XRT at times after MJD 55232 (Figure 5), i.e., when the
source is in the soft state and later, during the transition
to the late hard state. The earlier, hard state data does not
fit on this correlation, but displays hysteretical behaviour
and for the given X-ray count rate it spans has a signifi-
cantly higher magnitude in all bands. This is similar to the
hysteretical behaviour observed in the nIR for a number of
transients (Russell et al. 2007), most notably XTE J1550-
564, where the additional hard state emission is attributed
to optically thin synchrotron emission from a jet (Jain et al.
2001; Homan et al. 2005; Hynes et al. 2006), which would
be quenched in the soft state (e.g., Fender et al. 2004), and
weak at low X-ray luminosities, leading to the hysteresis.
Though this hysteresis is not normally observed in the opti-
cal bands, the optical data presented here is in good agree-
ment with the synchrotron emitting jet making a significant
contribution to the optical emission in the rising hard state.
While the observed v band brightening from MJD 55292
corresponds to the suggested turn-on, in nIR, of a compact
jet between MJD 55293 and 55298 (Buxton et al. 2010), it
is not corroborated by the other bands and is not statis-
tically significant, though it may indicate the turn-on of a

Swift data
• Curran et al. 2010 (arXiv1007.5430)

# Swift-UVOT data confirm optical counterpart, which 
displays variability in soft state

# Hardness-intensity diagrams and spectral investigations 
based on XRT and BAT data

# rms of ~53.9% in hard state and < 12% in soft state

6 P.A. Curran et al.
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Figure 6. Hardness-Intensity diagrams (HID) for both
BAT/MAXI (upper) and XRT (lower). The grey lines, at high
count rates in the XRT and BAT plots show the time during
which the XRT was unable to observe (MJD 55139-55233), while
the circles show the start and end of the transition from the soft
state at MJD 55280 and 55328. Note that at low count rates
(! 0.1) the BAT/MAXI HR is not reliable; the later, low count
rate, data points are shaded for clarity of the plot.

by the ! 12 percent limit of RMSs during this period (MJD
55234-55289). After MJD 55321, where the XRT count rate
drops below 10 cts/s, the light curves and PDSs are heav-
ily a!ected by background counts (Figure 8) and hence the
RMS values for these observations are unreliable and not
plotted in Figure 3.

The excess of low energy variability in the rising hard
state is similar to the behaviour of the hard state vari-
ability in SWIFTJ1753.5-0127 and GX339-4 as reported
by Wilkinson & Uttley (2009). Within the framework of
their model, enhanced low energy variability (at frequen-
cies ! 0.1Hz) is due to a contribution from the thermal
emission of the accretion disk. The excess variability is at-
tributed to intrinsic disk variability – due to accretion rate
fluctuations – as opposed to reprocessing of the spectral
power-law component of the emission. Though a thermal
component is not supported by the spectra of XTEJ1752-
223 in the rising hard state, the excess variability we ob-
serve suggests that one might contribute to the flux at low
energies. More detailed spectral fits using the methods intro-
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Figure 7. The average power density spectrum (PDS) for XRT
light curve in the hard state (MJD 55130-55138; upper) exhibits
the aperiodic variability of the light curve not present in the av-
erage soft state PDS (MJD 55234-55289; lower).

duced in Wilkinson & Uttley (2009) are required to test this
possibility. Data, over a greater energy range, which better
constrains column density and photon index may also be
necessary.

4 CONCLUSION

XTEJ1752-223 was observed by Swift in a relatively low
intensity, hard state from 2009-10-26 to 2009-11-03 (MJD
55131-55138) which was signified by hard power law energy
spectra, and high levels (! 50 per cent) of RMS variability
in the X-ray light curve. XTEJ1752-223 then became con-
strained by the position of the Sun and was unobservable
until 2010-02-04 (MJD 55234) by which time it had experi-
enced a ten fold increase in the flux observed by XRT [0.3-
10.0 keV], which proceeded to decrease to the original levels
over a period of 2 months. The spectra during this period
clearly exhibited a strong thermal component and the vari-
ability and hardness ratios of the light curves had dropped
significantly, consistent with the source being in a soft state
until 2010-03-25 (MJD 55280). Observations from 2010-03-
28 (MJD 55283) to 2010-05-12 (MJD 55328) do not support
a thermal component but do display a decreasing photon
index along with increasing hardness and RMS variability.
This suggests a transitional state before reverting to the
hard state, with a relatively constant photon index, in which

XTE

soft state

TBabs * (powerlaw + diskbb)

N  = 0.513 ± 0.003 ! 10  cm
H

22 -2



MAXI GSC data
• Nakahira et al. 2010 (arXiv1007.0801)

# Gas Slit Camera (2-20 keV) on-board the 
Monitor of All-sky X-ray Image on the 
International Space Station 

# Hardness-intensity diagram and lightcurves

Fig. 3. A hardness–intensity diagram during the outburst of XTE J1752–223. Data points during the six

phases (A to H) are shown by the di!erent symbols. 6 hours integrations are used in Phase E, F and G,

while one-day integrations are used for the other phases. The spectral evolution generally moves in the

direction shown by arrows. Filled diamonds show the data when increased radio emissions, presumably

jets, were detected on 2010 January 21.
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Fig. 1. MAXI/GSC false-color images during the period of December 20 to January 19 (upper panel) and

January 20 to February 28 (lower panel). Red: 2–4 keV, Green: 4–10 keV, Blue: 10–20 keV. 10! radius

area from XTE J1752–223 is extracted, and the source clearly reddens because of the spectral transition.

There are many bright X-ray sources near XTE J1752–223 with a few hundreds of mCrab such as GX

9+1 and GX 3+1. Source and background regions used for the light curve analysis are shown by green

circles on both images.
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Fig. 2. The MAXI light curve of XTE J1752–223 in four energy ranges (2–20, 2–4, 4–10, and 10–20

keV from the top to the fourth panel) in comparison with Swift/BAT (15–50 keV: the fifth panel). The

hardness ratio between the 2–4 keV and the 4–10 keV bands is shown in the bottom panel. Right panel:

The period in the left panel when the plasma ejection was detected (January 21 as shown by the dashed

line) is expanded.
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Radio data
• Yang et al. 2010 (arXiv 1009.1367)

# European VLBI Network and Very Long Baseline Array 
observations

A decelerating jet in the X-ray transient XTE J1752!223 3

(b) 18 Feb, VLBA (d) 26 Feb, VLBA(c) 23 Feb, VLBA(a) 11 Feb, EVN

A A A

A

B

Figure 1. The decelerating jet of the X-ray transient XTE J1752!233. All the VLBI images are centred at the location of component A
on 2010 February 11, indicated by a cross. Component B was not detected until 2010 February 26. The contours start from 3! o!-source
noise level and increase by a factor of -1.4, -1, 1, 1.4, 2, 2.8. The related map parameters are listed in Tab. 1. The right panel plots the
fitting results (Tab. 3) of the proper motion data (Tab. 2) of component A using the models with (solid curve) and without deceleration
rate (dotted line). The reference time MJD 55238.4 corresponds to the first VLBI observations.

come brighter and show a small peak (! 5%) brightness
di!erence. Due to the limited sensitivity and u – v coverage
during the 1.2-hour observations, neither components can be
unambiguously identified as a true jet component. However,
there is evidence for the extended emission for the source
as the total restored flux density is much lower than that
(! 16 mJy at 5.5 GHz) measured by the ATCA (Brocksopp
et al. in prep.).

In the follow-up VLBA observations, the higher reso-
lution and sensitivity are achieved by more telescopes and
longer observing time. To image the extended source, we
used natural weighting again. Because of the resolved struc-
ture and the decaying peak flux density, the source is only
seen clearly in the dirty map with the synthesised beam
(16.2" 3.9 mas at position angle #15.!6) at the first VLBA
epoch. However, the large-scale beam pattern around the
faint source could also be easily identified at the later two
epochs. If we taper the long baselines, use the short baselines
only, or increase the image pixel size, the source becomes sig-
nificantly brighter in the dirty map at the later two epochs.
None of the suspected ejecta candidates in the EVN image
are further seen after 7 days in the later VLBA images. Be-
cause the di!use emission can not be well restored by clean
components, Gaussian models were used in making all the
VLBI images of Fig. 1. Due to the limited SNR (6 – 12),
circular rather than elliptical Gaussian model fitting was
adopted to reduce the number of free parameters.

Table 2 lists the best-fit parameters of the circular
Gaussian model. To show the motion of component A, we
take the position of component A measured at the first epoch
as the reference origin. The random position error was es-

timated by
$

bmajbmin

2SNR , where bmaj and bmin are the size of
the major and minor axes of the used restoring beam, SNR

is the signal to noise ratio (
Speak

!rms
) listed in Column (7) of

Table 2. Note that the rather large systematic position error

Table 2. The circular Gaussian model fitting results of the de-
tected jet components in the X-ray transient XTE J1752!223.

Comp. MJD Separation Position Angle Size Flux SNR
(day) (mas) (!) (mas) (mJy)

A 55238.4 0 ± 0.4 0 7.9 4.35 11.0
A 55245.6 57.4 ± 0.5 "41.18 ± 0.90 13.8 2.20 10.7
A 55250.6 85.5 ± 0.6 "50.14 ± 0.63 19.0 2.32 8.8
A 55253.6 100.6 ± 0.8 "49.23 ± 0.70 13.9 1.05 6.1
B 55253.6 387.9 ± 0.8 128.08 ± 0.18 11.9 0.86 6.4

from the reference source will not a!ect our proper motion
measurements. The fitted size has the same random error as
the position for each component. Since the measured sizes
(! 8 mas) are much larger than that (4.2 mas) of the ref-
erence source, they should be very close to the true size of
the ejecta. At the second epoch, we notice that component
A shows an elongated structure in the East-West direction
and the eastern side is brighter than the western side. This
brightness distribution caused a slightly di!erent position
angle of the component, compared to what is measured at
later epochs. The VLBI flux density errors are usually ! 5%.

5 GRADUAL JET DECELERATION

The angular separation of component A versus time is shown
in the right panel of Fig. 1. We take the position and the
time of component A measured at the first epoch as the
reference origin. We fit these data points to the following
proper motion model:

r = r0 + µ0t# 0.5µ̇t2 (1)

where r is the angular separation; t is the observing time;
r0 and µ0 are the angular separation and the proper mo-
tion at t = 0, µ̇ is the apparent deceleration rate. The dot-
ted straight line and the solid curve represent the uniform

decelerating radio jet

receding radio jet ?



Spectral fitting
• Developed isis procedure to fit spectra 

interatively

• Simple models (absorbed powerlaw or 
diskbb) do not give acceptable fits

• Two more advanced models 
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The first model

• absorption fixed to N   = 0.46!10    cm

• gaussian: iron line at 6.4 keV (fixed)

• Comptonisation model (not just adding power law 
and thermal source):

# black body temperature
# spectral index
# illumination parameter (fractional illumination)

TBabs*highecut*const*(bmc+gaussian)

22 -2
H

(Shaposhnikov et al. 2010)



The second model

• absorption fixed to N   = 0.72!10    cm

• gaussian: iron line at 6.4 keV (fixed)

• Disk black body and broken power law:

# black body temperature (at inner disc radius)
# spectral index 1 (E < E        )
# break energy
# spectral index 2 (E > E        )

TBabs*highecut*const*(bknpower+diskbb+gaussian)

22 -2
H

break

break

(Muñoz-Darias et al. 2010)



Low hard state
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HEXTE spectral features
• (spectrum of source + background from cluster A) 

- (background spectrum from cluster B)  ⇒ 

residual features at ~40, ~53, and ~ 63 keV

• additional gaussian to fit residual feature at ~ 63 
keV (visible in (almost) all observations)
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A lot of work to do ...

• improve spectral fits (HEXTE feature!!!)

• add Swift data (lower energies)

• timing ⇔ spectra (time resolved spectra)

• ...


